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VDA

VDA Group is a leading international company specializing in 
the development and realisation of advanced solutions for 
integrated Room Management and Interactive Television 
systems, in the main for the international hospitality industry.

With more than 250,000 rooms active in some of the world’s 
most prestigious hotels, for more than 40 years we have been 
working with leading international hotel brands, confirming our 
position as a technical partner for tailor-made solutions created 
to improve the guest experience.

The distinguishing features of the Group that contribute to 
consolidating its leading position in the market, are its
technological expertise and system flexibility, coupled with
its 100% Italian design, its originality, and its care. 
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vitrum
The Glass Collection
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Vitrum is the line of Smart Devices designed using innovative methods and materials.
Use of an innovative as much as ancient material such as glass makes for a stimulating tactile perception
and high profile sensorial impact.

vitrum

CONCAVE GLASS 
SURFACE

FLAT GLASS 
SURFACE
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Glass, essential lines, luminosity and harmony, transform simple switches into items of design with an 
absolutely unique aesthetic and functional identity.
The design is exceptionally versatile and can be personalised with different colours, icons and screen 
prints.

vitrum
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The Metal Switch Collection

axia
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Our prestigious collection designed to give architects multiple choices of metal 
finishes to unleash the power of their imagination.
Axia has great aesthetic potential provided by the possibility to coordinate the 
two elements making up the device, namely the magnetic plaque, and the 
support anchored to the wall.

Customizable icons

Shape of buttons

Front plate

Backplate with electronics

axia
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The faceplate can be chosen between the finishes starting from a support and nickel-plated aluminum 
buttons. Choose among the main options:

Brushed Stainless Steel (standard), Bronze Brass Matt, Bronze Brass Polished, Bronze Copper Matt,
Flamed Brass Matt, Gold Champagne Matt, Burnished Matt Black, Matt Brass.
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Square Buttons

Round Buttons

FORMATS

Square Buttons

axia

BRITISH STANDARD

Round Buttons

ITALIAN STANDARD
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The Boxless Solution

duetto
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Smart plans
Please write your great title is here

But I must explain to you how all this 

mistaken idea of denouncing a pain that 

produces no?
Duetto combines the power of Micromaster

and the Vitrum design with the versatility
that only a boxless solution can offer.

duetto
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Duetto is the new device range designed and developed by the VDA Group.

Its independency from the need for wall back boxes, and its multiple functionality available in two simple 
devices, make it a unique easy to-install solution, where cabling costs and building works are drastically 
reduced. Thanks to the high level of customization inherited from the Vitrum collection, it is possible to 
choose just one of the two elements and combine it with any device from the VDA catalogue, achieving a 
perfect aesthetic combination.

It is also the perfect solution for renovations, integrations, and special projects such as Camping and 
Mobile-Homes. In its IP54 version, Duetto Outdoor becomes the solution for Outdoor Gates or in areas with 
a high level of humidity. Within the package there is a frame whose holes allow the anchoring and hiding 
of Italian, English and German junction boxes.

CHARACTERISTICS AND PERSONALISATIONS

duetto

Room
Number

Bottom 
RAL Code

Logo 
Hotel

Icon
Set

Glass
RAL Code
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||  Customisable Aesthetics
||  Temperature and Room facilities control
||  White alphanumeric display
||  RFID Card Holder with backlit guide (RGB)
||  Integrated temperature and humidity sensors
||  Backlit Hotel logo (RGB)

A/C CONTROL AND SERVICES

ACCESS CONTROL

||  Customisable Aesthetics
||  Smart RFID Card reader
||  Room Facilities Indication and Doorbell button
||  Backlit Room Number (RGB)
||  Available in IP54 version
||  Available with BLE Add-On for Mobile Phone door opening

duetto
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The Modular Solution

classic
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Please write your great title is here

Our traditional Classic collection that fits into most of the 3 Module Italian Manufacturers modular range 
(BTicino, Vimar, Gewiss, Ave, etc ) and our Vitrum Collection.

classic



SYSTEMS
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Etheos is the new cloud-based platform, designed by VDA, created to improve room control in a hotel 
environment (a Room Management System). The new system provides a wide range of functionality, allowing 
the management of the hotel in an integrated way, ensuring both energy and resultant cost savings.

etheos
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Our Micromaster system can be expanded and integrated with a wide catalogue of expansions and 
gateways to achieve any kind of integration with HVAC manufacturer, lighting protocol or door lock 
systems.

micromaster
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The VDA devices are able to control 
almost any kind of light, whether it 
requires a simple on / off control, or 
whether it is has dimming control. 
For solutions that use spotlights or strip 
LED’s, our series of PWM control 
devices allow you to avoid the use of 
expensive drivers.

A series of gateways to DMX and DALI 
protocols are also available.

LIGHTS CONTROL

2ch Phase Dimmer 4ch Phase Dimmer PWM – CV & CC & RGBDMX – DALI GatewayMUX 4 ON-OFFMUX 4 ON-OFF ZC
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ACCESS CONTROL
The hotel’s access control system has become even more crucial for the  
accommodation facilities.
The three typologies of VDA’s access system guarantee maximum security 
and the ability to remotely monitor the presence of staff and guests at any 
time.

Every access is recorded on VDA’s 
smart router providing a complete
log of each guest.

1. EnterPlease App 2. PIN Code 3. RFID Card
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The latest generation of technology for access control is the one that 
combines the traditional RFID key with a digital one using 
Smartphone BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) technology.

EnterPlease is the app for both iOS & Android phones that allows the 
guest to access their room and common areas, avoiding queues at the 
front desk.

EnterPlease Key Manager provides the operator with 
the ability to enable room access for their guests 
through their own mobile devices.

In addition, the front office can generate Mobile 
Keys/PIN Codes remotely, without actually being 
within the facility, by accessing the EKM platform 
through a smartphone or browser.

KEY MANAGER

EnterPlease App
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BMS
Tridium Niagara - Siemens - Schneider - Honeywell

Door Lock 
Assa Abloy - Salto

Housekeeping
HotSOS

HVAC
Mitsubishi Electric - Mitsubishi Heavy Industries - Daikin - Samsung - LG - Sanyo - Toshiba

…

IPTV System 
ONAIR - Xenia - MVI

Mobile App
Arowana - Digivalet - iRIS - MediaConcept

PMS
Oracle Opera - Protel - Ericsoft - Brilliant - GP Dati - 5Stelle - Mews

…

Self Check-In System
Aitech - Ariane - Kiosk

…

Voice Control 
Volara (Amazon Echo, Google Nest)

Wiring Accessories
Bticino - Vimar - AVE - Vitrum Design

….

INTEGRATIONS

PROTOCOLS
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeISvCYyDCHM3wvbtjWtUZA
https://www.instagram.com/vdagroup/
https://www.facebook.com/VDAGroup/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vdagroup/
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